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Introduction: We revisit the aggregation dynamics of particles interacting with
shortrange attractive interaction (SHRAT). Agglomeration of particles in
suspensions is common in many technological and biological processes. Solgel
synthesis of nanoporous structures is a prominent example [1,2]. However, the
physical mechanism of process parameter influence on synthesis process is still
unclear. Using Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations we follow the relaxation of
a homogeneous, thermodynamically unstable system towards equilibrium gel
phase by agglomeration. The dynamics of the transition is characterized by the
creation and growth of clusters with fractal dimension which exhibit an
exponential size distribution. We model these systems by a Smoluchowski
coagulation equation. A phenomenological time scaling law is introduced in order
to collapse time evolution of the number of clusters and cluster size distribution
onto a single universal curve.
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 controllable in room conditions
- takes place on the scale of hours
synthesis of nanoporous TiO2 materials for sensor, catalyic,
dye solar cells materials

where C(n,D) is function of number
density and diffusion rate.

5. Smoluchowski equation vs. BD results
Using obtained Smoluchowski kernel we
can calculate time evolution of cluster size
distribution (nk).
We can also find scaling law which colapses
all curves onto a single master curve.
SEM image of nanoporous TiO2.

2. Model: SHRAT potential and Smoluchowski equation
(a) For particle interaction a shortrange attractive
(SHRAT) potential with smooth cutoff is used:

Influence of suspension is introduced through
delta correlated with zeromean random force.
R(t) in Brownian dynamics:

6. Formation of percolating cluster
Conductivity of the system.

where ζ is friction coefficient, and D  diffusion coefficient.
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(b) Smoluchowski equation :

1V
Excluded volume calculated
from giration radius.

Challenges:
(1) time consuming to calculate ~(largest cluster)2
(2) with time size of the larger cluster increases
(3) Kij not known
(c) Evolution of structure:
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